[The comparative efficacy and prognosis of the long-term treatment with korinfar of men and women suffering from hypertension].
The paper is concerned with the results of the corinfar treatment for a year of men and women suffering from stage II stable essential hypertension. The treatment efficacy, the influence on central hemodynamics were estimated as was the prognostic significance of different variants of acute pharmacological tests (sublingual, oral, oral with the use of static loading) compared with the treatment results. The long-term monotherapy with corinfar was shown to be effective in the majority of patients suffering from stage II stable essential hypertension. However, in women with essential hypertension, the hypotensive effect was more stable, the effective doses were lower, and tolerance was better than in men. To predict the efficacy of the long-term monotherapy a method of acute pharmacological test with the use of static leading devised by the authors is suggested. The method has a high prognostic significance.